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INTRODUCTION
The media business is as resilient as it gets.
The oldest continuously published newspaper in the U.S., the Hartford Courant, is over
250 years old. Its founder, Thomas Green, launched the first edition of the Courant on
Oct 29, 1764, with these words: “Of all the arts which have been introduced amongst
mankind, for the civilizing human nature, and rendering life agreeable and happy, none
appear of greater advantage than that of printing.”
For a business to last that long, it needs lofty goals and a steady hand at the wheel, for
sure, but also a keen eye for changes in the wind, and incredible agility to constantly trim
the sails. The digital age has been a shock to the system for traditional publishers, but
many have seized the moment: the New York Times, CNN and FOX News certainly didn’t
start out as digital properties, but today, they’re consistently ranked near the top of all
news and media websites. They saw the paradigm shift, were quick to adapt, and are
thriving as a result.
It’s that time again.
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Audience targeting as we know it will never be the
same with the deprecation of the cookie, and it’s
no time to sit on your hands.
 he publisher community needs to understand
T
client need, and help them through this transition
with the right technology and identity partners.
Jaan Janes

VP of Customer Success, PubMatic
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MARKETING IS
CHANGING —
ARE YOU READY?
The current tide of consumer privacy standards
around the world has far-reaching consequences
for the marketing industry.
Cookies are going away, but other perishable IDs
(like Mobile Advertising IDs, or MAIDs) and smart ID
workarounds (like fingerprinting technology) are in
the line of fire too. Browsers are making it easier
to block ads and cross-channel targeting. Walled
gardens are fiercely guarding their users’ data.
Antitrust regulation is looming.
Without a comprehensive retooling of the whole
ecosystem, your ability to work with user-level
audience data is going to be seriously compromised.

Addressability

Will advertisers be able to
reach your audience?

Measurement Capabilities
Are you able to track new
metrics and standards?

Fair Valuation of Inventory
Can you differentiate your
audience as needed?

CPM and Monetization
How will you protect your CPMs
and grow your business?
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CPMs ARE UNDER PRESSURE
Marketers today want to measure the effectiveness of their campaigns
using a wide variety of metrics. Sales are a critical measure of marketing
success, but other outcomes are important to understand too, including
brand affinity, content engagement, email or membership sign-ups,
and shopping cart behavior.
To gauge the success of
campaigns against chosen
outcomes, marketers need
to take into account the
cost of the media they buy.
That’s where CPMs—used
to determine the value
of audiences on virtually
every channel, from print to
television, online search to
social media—come in.

But the pressure is on to keep
CPM values up.
The COVID-19 crisis is certainly
a key factor: in a survey by
Digiday in June 2020, 74% of
publishing executives confirmed
that their CPM was down due
to the pandemic. Yet there are
other, more systemic factors at
play. The IAB published a report

in February 2020 about the
future socioeconomic impact
of lost tracking capabilities on
publishers, and they forecast
an exodus of $20-30 billion in
annual advertising dollars from
independent publishers to the
walled gardens by 2025.
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HOW DOES
TARGETING
IMPACT CPM
RATES?
If you lose targeting
in its current form,
is it going to kill your
business?

There are two schools of thought on the
general impact of targeting on CPM rates:

Targeting boosts CPMs

Advertisers’ willingness to pay a CPM premium increases
if they can target audiences that are a ‘good fit’ for
their products. The idea is that good fit implies better
outcomes and therefore justifies the higher price.

Targeting depresses CPMs

The counter-argument is that advertisers who use targeting
are reaching narrow audiences and markets, with reduced
competition for their attention. Less competition means a
lower CPM for the publishers involved.
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Every brand has a different experience depending on
the situation: the media in its mix, the publishers involved
in the campaign, the campaign’s creative specifications
and objectives, the know-how of its ad partners, etc.
Some studies have found that behavioral targeting works
particularly well (and should therefore command higher
CPMs) when customers understand why they’re being
targeted. Targeting even might make people feel good
about themselves (and more interested in the brand as a
result). Yet, other studies are suggesting that the CPM boost
provided by targeting isn’t worth the price of admission.

What’s the bottom line? Some forms
of targeting can work better than others
depending on the situation, but there’s no
doubt that marketing will continue to be
built on data, that data will continue to drive
CPMs, and that targeting will continue to
be part of the equation.
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TOP PRIORITIES FOR PUBLISHERS
AND THEIR PARTNERS TODAY
Publishers and their partners need clear
solutions to address three major priorities:

Data Quality

Valuation

Monetization
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Data Quality. Today’s marketing
ecosystem runs on data, and
tomorrow’s ecosystem even more
so. It bears repeating because it’s
so crucial to everything you do:
you need quality data to make the
connection between audience
and value. Your first-party data
assets should be above reproach,
verified, and enriched by a trusted
identity partner. By improving the
quality and connectivity of your
data you can develop deeper
relationships with your clients and
their campaigns.

Valuation. For the past twenty
years, you’ve relied on cookies and
other digital identifiers to connect
advertisers’ target audiences with your
media assets, but those IDs are going
away. And it’s not like the traditional
programmatic ecosystem was very
good at promoting the uniqueness
of your inventory anyway. Thankfully
today, you can ensure addressability
by taking advantage of much stronger
identity connections with your clients’
own ecosystems, and clean rooms
where you can work with them to find
extra value in your own data.

Monetization. It’s not enough
to know the value of your data:
you need a way to monetize it.
Second-party marketplaces allow
you to do just that by placing it
safely in front of the marketers
you’ve always wanted to work
with. With only a few steps, the
best brands in the world can
evaluate your data alongside every
other channel they have access
to, measure the fit, size up the
opportunity, and immediately
start activating campaigns on your
media properties.

To capitalize on all opportunities, your data must be robust,
connected, and fully monetized. Having an ad-supported channel
doesn’t mean settling for a run-of-the-mill ad ecosystem anymore.
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DATA QUALITY
— FIRST AND
FOREMOST
Your media properties might have brand recognition,
a celebrated history, and admirable cultural values, but
marketers aren’t buying your Pulitzer prizes or Peabody
awards. First and foremost, they’re buying your data. In
a data-driven economy, you need to pull all the stops to
boost the quality of your first-party data.
You’ll want to fill in the gaps in your data, even if it’s fully
authenticated first-party data, and eliminate the silos
between your various channels. Present a united front
to your buyers. With the right identity partners, you can
tie your data to real people and enrich your audience
profiles with demographic, psychographic, behavioral,
and many other attributes from trusted outside sources.
All in a way that’s privacy-centric.
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When you improve
your data quality,
you can:

 Build more powerful audience profiles for advertisers to bid on,
leading to better returns for them and higher CPMs for you.
 Feed better data into your audience management ecosystem,
leading to higher user satisfaction and retention rates, and more
effective audience acquisition strategies.

FIRST-PARTY
DATA

FABRICK ID +
DATA APPENDS

PUBLISHER
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WHAT IS THE NEUSTAR FABRICK ID?
Neustar, Inc., a TransUnion company has developed the
Fabrick™ ID, a widely adopted, identity-based currency
that powers next generation addressable media buying
and selling without relying on cookies or device IDs.
The Fabrick ID provides secure and futureproofed connections between advertiser
audiences and publisher inventory. This ensures
the sustainability and accuracy of digital media
planning, addressable audience targeting,
marketing analytics, and multi-touch attribution
(MTA) going forward.

MARKETING

MEDIA

Publishers and platforms can now replace subscriber
IDs with a secure, future proof Fabrick ID in real
time. This is powered by a Neustar Fabrick™ API call
that automatically replaces personally identifiable
information (PII) with a pseudonymized identifier.

LEARN HOW YOU CAN SHAPE THE FUTURE OF MEDIA

CONTACT US
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VALUATION —
AUDIENCE IN
CONTEXT
You’re not like every other publisher:
Your content is uniquely appealing, and
your audience is uniquely qualified. Why
should you accept a system that treats
every channel like it’s just one more way
to reach the same person?

No one knows your audience
better than you do, and if you
don’t have the tools to prove its
unique value to your buyers, it’s
time to get some help.
Don’t let someone else decide
what your CPM should be.
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Connect directly with your clients

Rebuild a direct relationship with your advertiser clients. Programmatic and real-time bidding systems have their
benefits, but their rules and definitions don’t always allow you to showcase what makes your audience stand out.

Link your data to the ecosystem

Create direct pathways to advertisers and their media dollars with the right identity-based solution in place. You
can use that linkage initially to explore new profitable partnerships and then to reliably activate client campaigns
on your platforms.

Agree on valuation metrics

Work with your clients one-on-one to understand their exact marketing objectives. With the right metrics in
hand, you can work together to find the most suitable audience segments and placements for their campaigns.
Explore the synergies between datasets in a safe and secure environment. That’s what clean rooms are for –
see page 16 to learn more.

Select the right segments in the right context

There’s no shortage of user segmentation options (psychographic, geographic, behavioral, contextual), but it’s
often difficult to strike the right balance. When segments are too narrow, reach suffers. When segments are too
broad, targeting performance suffers. All the more reason to work hand in hand with your clients to find what’s
best for them and for you.
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WHAT ARE CLEAN ROOMS?
Clean rooms are advanced technical environments
where marketers and publishers can safely share
their data and explore how the combination of their
datasets might lead to new opportunities: custom
audience targets, for instance, or new forms of
website or advertising personalization.
The following features are essential in a modern
clean room:
 Advanced data onboarding and identity
resolution to boost data quality
 Strict data access and control parameters
to enhance data security
 State-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
to explore new models

BRAND
DATA

PUBLISHER
DATA

CLEAN ROOM
PARTNER
DATA

 Built-in activation to quickly act on findings
LEARN HOW YOU CAN SHAPE THE FUTURE OF MEDIA

CONTACT US
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MONETIZATION — UNLOCK
YOUR AUDIENCE POTENTIAL
Everything you’ve done to this point (enriching your data, deploying modern measurement capabilities, and
picking the right metrics to value your audience) was with one end game in mind: monetizing your inventory.

Take these four steps to unlock your audience potential:
1 Integration
Your clients want to target your audience
and measure the performance of their
campaigns, so you want to be fully integrated
into their ecosystem.

2 Discovery
Advertisers must be able to find your audience.
It does you no good to have the world’s best
audience if no one is bidding on it. Identity is
the key to discovery.
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3 Experimentation
Brands value publishers that can help them
test new ideas. Think A/B testing, machine
learning, or custom audience segmentation.
That’s what clean rooms are for.

4 Licensing and syndication
Your data could be appealing to brands that might want
to license it to attach to their own identity graph on a
more permanent basis, not for a single campaign. Take
advantage of second-party marketplaces if you can.
See page 19 to learn more.

The top brands in the world will not waste
time on media properties that are not fully
plugged into their marketing ecosystem.
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WHAT ARE SECOND-PARTY MARKETPLACES?
One way for brands to gain a
competitive edge is to enrich
their data by connecting it to
trusted external data sources.
That’s where second-party
marketplaces come in.
Second-party marketplaces
can provide marketers
with invaluable new data
points, like specialized TV
exposure data, point-ofsale data, geolocation data,
mobile app transaction data,
advanced contextual data—
and enhanced demographics
and psychographics. All while
complying with all relevant
privacy regulations.

For you, the publisher, they’re
a great opportunity to license
your data in bulk and open a
new revenue stream. Using
a best-in-class identity
graph to maximize accuracy
and scale, second-party data
marketplaces allow you to
focus on finding the right
synergies and taking the
value of your audiences to
the next level.
Second-party marketplaces
that include these essential
features will soon be the go-to
destinations for the best data
sources in the business. You
belong in that elite group.

LEARN HOW YOU CAN SHAPE THE FUTURE OF MEDIA

CONTACT US

YOUR
DATA

Contextual
Behavior

Geo Location
Data

TV
Measurement
Data

Mobile &
Transaction
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FABRICK CONNECTS BRANDS,
MEDIA, AND PEOPLE
No one knows exactly what
tomorrow will look like. The
way that people and brands
connect with you will continue
to evolve, no doubt. That’s why
you need an ecosystem that’s
designed from the ground up
to grow and evolve with you.
We’ve launched Fabrick to
be that new ecosystem, and
give buyers and sellers much
better tools and control
over how they do business
together. Fabrick is already
here today to help you make
the most of your data-driven
marketing opportunities, and

it will be here tomorrow to
help you meet inevitable new
challenges and sustain the
growth of your business well
into the future.
Fabrick’s second-party
marketplace already offers
large datasets from some
of the world’s top data
companies, and we’re adding
new partners all the time.
Fabrick is also where 800 of
the top 1000 brands in the
world are doing business.
It’s time you introduced them
to your audience.
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About TransUnion (NYSE: TRU)

About Neustar

TransUnion is a global information and insights company that makes trust
possible in the modern economy. We do this by providing an actionable
picture of each person so they can be reliably represented in the
marketplace. As a result, businesses and consumers can transact with
confidence and achieve great things. We call this Information for Good®.

Neustar, a TransUnion company, is a leader in identity resolution providing
the data and technology that enable trusted connections between
companies and people at the moments that matter most. Neustar offers
industry-leading solutions in marketing, risk and communications that
responsibly connect data on people, devices and locations, continuously
corroborated through billions of transactions. Learn how your company
can benefit from the power of trusted connections.

A leading presence in more than 30 countries across five continents,
TransUnion provides solutions that help create economic opportunity,
great experiences, and personal empowerment for hundreds of millions
of people.

https://www.home.neustar

http://www.transunion.com

Learn how you can shape the future of media.
C ON TAC T US
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